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Textiles are widely used in architecture for tensile structures, as they are
lightweight and can easily span large distances. These structures typically
require an external framework for a support. Inflatable structures are
self-supporting but are limited to relatively simple forms or require complex and
predetermined cut patterns. The development of an adaptive and programmable
textile system with an integrative method for pneumatic activation would create a
novel self-supporting structure with high degree of design and architectural
potential. This creates a highly integrative hybrid system where the generic
pneumatic membranes are constrained by the differentiated knitted textile skin
that is stretched in several directions under air pressure. This allows for an
innovative, lightweight, easily transportable design, where the preprogrammed
knitting pattern defines the structure, geometry and formation, activated under
pneumatic pressure.
Keywords: programming textiles, binary textiles, analogue computing, air
inflation, grading textile properties

INTRODUCTION
Textile sheet materials can be divided into two large
groups based on manufacturing processes. Either
they are made with a single ﬁlament of a continuous length (e.g knitting) or with sets of ﬁlaments of a
limited length (e.g weaving) (Seiler-Baldinger 1979).
This research focuses on knitting techniques due to
the several key advantages. Zero waste fabrication
and re-usability of ﬁlament makes it sustainable technology, ﬁber can be extended inﬁnitely, which cre-

ates the potential for manufacturing at an architectural scale. Current industrial knitting technologies
are programmable and provide a high level of control over the production.
Research in the ﬁeld of knit-activated textiles
is rather extensive in ﬁelds other than architecture.
There are already some highly developed projects
which challenge the boundaries of knitting as a performative smart technique. Nike Flyknit shoes are an
example of a knitting in a single continuous process
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for commercial production. The diﬀerentiation of the
shoe textile is made according to the foot performance during running: predeﬁned areas of indurations and elasticity as well as details for lace insertion. The foot activates this textile to adapt and respond in various performative ways. The seamless
nature of knitting technique resolves potential connection complications in a smooth transition of a ﬁlament topology. Knitted textiles unlike solid materials are capable of re-adjusting and stretching due to
the loop based structure, which has inherently high
tolerance for assembly. Earlier mentioned continuity of the fabrication makes possible to produce elements with the endless length and introduce knitting on an architectural scale as shown in the installation commissioned by Nike Flyknit Collective (Sabin
2013) Textile Hybrid Tower by CITA (Thomsen 2015)
or KnitWit textile canopy build at EASA 2015 (Baranovskaya et al 2015). It is possible to control the material property distribution through access to techniques and digital technologies, even on the level of
domestic craft tools (Knitectonics 2013). Now the architectural material becomes a library of storing data
and performing data (Thomsen 2016). Continuously
developing textile producing machinery allows for
the manufacturing of highly performative materials
with the integration of various properties within one
piece. There is no longer any need to change every component in order to achieve various performances within the single system (Scott 2013). Hierarchical relations within the systems are becoming
a solution for multi-performative hybrid structures
(Ahlquist and Menges 2013).
Inﬂatable architecture is known for its generous
scale to material proportion, as well as for deployability. However, in order to achieve architectural designs, beyond that of simple typologies, a speciﬁc cut
pattern is required as well as an understanding of the
membrane material performance to accommodate
diﬀerential stresses which occur during inﬂation. In
contrast, knitted fabrics can be programmed to adapt
to a variety of geometric applications with heterogeneous material arrangement capable of dealing with
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diﬀerential forces, whilst allowing for a much higher
level of the surface diﬀerentiation (light transmitting,
texture, tactile experience). By understanding the
limitations of pneumatic and knitting systems and
combining the advantages of both, the new hybrid
system is introduced. In this scenario, the knitted material is used in tension as a surface and shape deﬁning structure, preprogrammed through the manufacturing process, and actuated by an aggregation of
generic pneumatics that are simultaneously inﬂated.

CONTINUOUS FILAMENT
Although there is a wide diversity of ﬁlament materials with varying performative characteristics, the research presented here focusses on the ﬁber arrangement and distribution, rather than on its material
properties. The system could be framed within Master Framework for Spatial Design (Vrouve 2015) as
surface-active structural system made out of material
of a the rod section proﬁle (ﬁlament) with the biaxial
material orientation in the outer skin and amorphous
arrangement within the internal structure (latex expandable membranes). Containing knitted elements
are stitched together in order to accommodate multiple inﬂatable aggregates. Fiber properties are assumed to be relatively non-elastic, and 100% polyacrilyc yarn is being used.
Figure 1
Inﬂatable units
non-restrained (A.),
restrained by solid
boundary (B.) and
by soft boundary
with diﬀerentiated
surface properties
(C.).

Figure 2
Abstraction of the
loop-based knitted
mesh into
quad-based mesh.

SOFT BOUNDARIES
Behavior of the individual inﬂatable unit under an air
pressure could be described as an external expansion: latex material due to its isotropy and chemical structure stretches in outward direction as long
as there is air pressure applied and as long as material has a capacity to stretch. When the same units
are placed together they share only one tangential
point of contact and under air inﬂation would expand
outwards becoming larger in volume and remaining
a single point of contact. When constrained within a
ﬁxed or ﬂexible boundary, the inﬂatable aggregates
behave diﬀerently. A solid boundary (e.g. rigid box)
will be directly aﬀecting the balloons: they will take
a shape of a solid boundary and the expandability of
balloon is limited to the free space between the rigid
box and the inﬂatables. Shared contact area would
transform from a single point to a planar surface: balloons will try to negotiate any free unexplored space
within the solid boundary. In the situation with a
soft boundary (e.g. textile membrane), the balloons
and the boundary skin are dynamically aﬀecting each
other. The soft boundary with the diﬀerentiated surface elasticity property would deform under the pressure of expanding balloons and will change in dimensions (Figure 1) and shape till the locking point of the
knit structure, which means that all loops reached
their ﬁnal state of the structural extension. A ﬂexi-

ble boundary provides more freedom for the inﬂatables to rearrange in space and aﬀect the global shape.
Both systems have an interdependent reciprocal relationship and jointly determine global morphology.
The textile transitions from a ﬂat fabric to a three dimensional volume, and balloons are constrained in
place rather than being dispersed.

FABRICATION
Physical prototyping was carried out with the computer programmed domestic electronic knitting machine Brother KH 930. Internal ﬂoppy disc of the machine was exchanged with Arduino + AYAB Schield
[2], which allowed to gain a high level of control
over the fabrication and apply custom generated patterns. The mentioned knitting machine is able to produce a canvas up to 200 stitches in width (100 ± 10
cm) and unlimited in length. Continuity of the process is the way to an articulated linearity which introduces a linear design element.
In order to establish a connection between the
user and machine, a graphic interface was utilized
and integrated into a digital workﬂow. The knitting loop based mesh was abstracted into a quadmesh.Each quad was represented as a corresponding pixel in a bitmap image (Figure 2). Each pixel
would carry an information about the location and
the position of the needle on the knitting bed during
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Figure 3
A. Binary syntax, B.
Abstracted stitch
bitmap, C. Resulting
knit fabric .

Figure 4
Comparison of
various knitted
surface porosities
and respective
curvature sequence
during inﬂation.

the process. The fabrication setup utilized two needle beds, which could be used to create a variety of
stitch conﬁgurationsand corresponding material behaviors. Though several techniques were explored
and show potentialfor architectural exploration, the
process explained in this paper utilizes this setup to
create variation in the stitch size. The pattern was
programmed as a binary message containing two
types of information - A andB. Stitch A, the white
pixel, is a standard knit stitch, while stitch B, the black
pixel, is structurally the same as stitch A (knit stitch)
but twice as large in dimensions. Those two would
become the main variables for the pattern generation. Combined together into a textile, the stitches
would create areas of expandable or constricted surface (Figure 3).
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INITIAL PHYSICAL PROTOTYPING
The series of empirical tests were carried out to understand the relation between surface assigned knitting patterns and the performance of the geometry
while inﬂated. The position and the ratio of the A
and B stitches in the pattern would create areas in the
inﬂated cushion that expand or keep initial stiﬀness.
Therefore, the inﬂated geometry would perform a
bending action under the expansion of the fabric areas formed out of B stitches. That means, that linearly distributed expandable pattern along the canvas will create linear expansion along the side of the
inﬂated fabrics, which will lead to the single plane
equal bending of the geometry. Respectively, the
more converging distribution of the B stitch pattern
would perform local sharper kink curvatures of the
geometry (Figure 4).

The set up for the conducted initial physical experiments contained a linear piece for testing that was
constructed out of a single knitted textile surface
with the diﬀerentiated density of stitches along the
central axis. The surface was folded and stitched into
the tube geometry that was ﬁlled with 8 inﬂatable
aggregates that were placed linearly inside the cushion and inﬂated simultaneously. Changes in the behaviour of the knitted inﬂated element depend on
the porosity ratio of the knitted surface: 1:8 (less
amount of porous stitches) shows much smaller curvature rather than the one with 1:4 ratio of surface
porosity (Figure 4). Promising results of the initial
physical experiment engaged to the further digital
explorations of the investigated material system.

COMPUTATIONAL MODELLING
With the purpose to control the resulting bending
curvature of the inﬂated hybrid geometry - a pattern
generator was developed and computational simulation model. All the observations obtained in an initial

prototyping mode were integrated into a computational model development. It was taken into consideration the following parameters such as the dimensions of the tested elements and the location of expandable textile properties within the piece. In the
ﬁrst set of digital exercises the aim was to represent
investigated material system properties digitally and
to achieve the similar behavior as was observed in
a physical experiments (Figure 4). This implied the
furling behaviour of the linear tubular element under
the air inﬂation force with the particular set of surface properties conditions (Figure 5). The following
set of surface conditions could be described as a variety of simple geometrical distributions of the A and
B stitch areas within a linear canvas: A - 0% porosity,
(420 A stitches), B - 8% porosity, (33 B stitches to 387
A stitches). C - 24% porosity (99 B 321 A), D - porosity
47% (198 B / 222 A), E - porosity 24% (102 B / 318 A), F
- porosity 47% (198 B / 222A), G - porosity 49% (204 B
/ 216 A) , H - porosity 36% (152 B / 268 A) , I - porosity 56% (236 B 184 A). Interesting rules were drawn
from this digital exercise. The surface that was made

Figure 5
Bottom Up
approach in
representing hybrid
system: from
pattern to the
shape.
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out of 100% stitches of same elasticity was not performing any geometrical three dimensional furling.
The element remained straight. By gradually raising the percent of B stitches represented in the middle of the surface by black pixels, the entire element
started to perform planar bending in accordance to
the percent of present stitches B in the surface (Figure 5, A - D). Even though the mentioned examples
have an equal percentage of surface porosity (both
47%), the more condensed distribution of expandable stitches in example D, are resulting in more extreme curtailing rather than in F, when A and B (dense
and porous stitches) are equally distributed stripes
along the surface. For stimulating the geometry to
bend oﬀ the plane the condensation of B stitches was
placed asymmetrically to the surface axis (Figure 5H).
The described digital experiment was conducted
in bottom up approach, where the user designs the
knitting pattern and utilizes computational tools for
simulating the emerging shape. In order to be able
to use the discovered material system and the pattern related geometrical behaviors for the design, the
computational model was developed further to the
next step to be able to generate pixelated surface

patterns from the target curvature of the geometry.
An alternative approach was also tested where the input for the top down computational model was an
axial curve of the target geometry. The target is a
base element for tubular geometry to be built along
the curve axis. Depending on user input values for
dimension and resolution, the pipe is divided into
quad based mesh. All quads carry the same information about a spring strength, length relaxation factor
etc, meaning no geometric bending would happen
during inﬂation. In the physical world this would be
a textile tube knitted out of only A stitches. In order to bring in a surface diﬀerentiation of the tube
quad-base membrane - the target input curvature
was analyzed and based on resulting values the quad
mesh faces are extracted into a separated cluster of
B stitches. The computational simulation tool was
feed two data ﬂows with two diﬀerent setting for the
mesh, which results in a bending behavior of the simulated elements. After the geometry is simulated the unrolled 2D non-distorted bitmap pattern is generated and later saved as jpeg. ﬁle to be transferred to
the numerically controlled knitting machine for manufacturing (Figure 6).
Figure 6
Top Down
approach in
representing hybrid
system: from target
curvature to 2D
pattern.
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Due to the programmability of the described knitting
technique fabrication details needed for the combination of the knitted textile and the pneumatic structural system could be integrated. Multiple openings
were introduced into the knitting pattern in order to
interface the pneumatic network (stitch C, single lace
opening, Figure 7). The computational model also
able to calculate the intersection of several elements
and creates a denser area (stitches A) where those
could be connected.
Figure 7
Details for
pneumatic network
integration, lace
openings, Stitch C.

Due to the complexity of the modeling process,
the inﬂation was simpliﬁed and represented digitally
as a single internal volume rather than set of individual reconﬁgurable pneumatics. The simulation of
the pneumatic system assumes that the cushion is
air tight and inﬂated with the single air volume. As
the current stage of the research focused on the development of the knitting processes, it was not important to reﬁne the simulation of individual pneumatic elements inside of textile formwork. It is clearly
understandable that the digitally modeled and the
build environment on the current stage of the research project remains uncallibrated. Nevertheless
the digital tool was precise enough to generate digital messages for communication with the domestic
knitting machine to be able to knit and build topologically similar geometries.
After the pattern is generated, the machine is
ready to fabricate a custom diﬀerentiated textile surface (Figure 11). When the textile is ﬁnished, a pneu-

matic network of tubing is inserted into the fabric for
simultaneous inﬂation and the cushion is sewn into
the enclosed volume with the pneumatic aggregates
embedded inside. When inﬂated, the ﬂexible and
soft hybrid textile system transforms into the rigid 3D,
semi-transparent articulated geometry with the coherent diﬀerentiation between expanded reticulated
and the dense constricted surfaces (Figure 8).

RESULTS AND CONCLUSION
For the proof of concept a 1:1 hybrid prototype was
built. It was constructed out of 3 linear elements that
formed three-dimensional arch-like structure. Each
element had a unique predeﬁned pattern of the textile skin according to the target bending of the geometry. Due to the width limitations of the machine and
the diameter of the pneumatic units, knit dimensions
were 147 stitches wide and up to 1500 stitches long.
Those knitted fabrics were shaped into enclosed linear cushions and inﬂated (Figure 10). Digitally preprogrammed patterns proved their reliability. The
physical knitted modules of the prototype performed
a relatively precise three-dimensional bending comparing to the computational simulations. The ability to diﬀerentiate shapes and reach a precise level
of surface property control leads us to new standards of production. Two-dimensional, computer
controlled fabrication allows to produce large threedimensional pieces. The design target user input allows for the direct calculation of the code data for the
machine and to be ready to start fabrication immediately. The high level of surface articulation admits the
control of the global geometry's behavior while inﬂated, as well as the surface articulation for the transparency and the light transmission. The highly intricate nature of the knit could contribute to design solutions for lightweight architecture.
The ﬂexible yet tensile nature of the knitted fabrics in combination with pneumatics has a high architectural potential. Both materials can easily be
folded and packed into a small volume and transported, which is a great advantage for a temporary
or deployable structure. Flexibility and the conti-
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Figure 8
Physical
experimentation
with distribution of
expandable and
tight stitches in the
knit surface.

Figure 9
Design of 1:1 scale
prototype. A.
Perspective. B.Top.
C. Unrolled 2D pixel
map for fabrication.
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Figure 10
Above: 1:1 Scale
prototype (Photo: Y
Baranovskaya.
Model: O Kalina) .

Figure 11
1:1 Scale fabricated
textiles.
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nuity of the ﬁlament ﬂow allows to merge elements
with the single ﬁber. This opens up opportunities to use the system for compliant kinematic designs, where usually a sophisticated joint system is required. The synthesis of the air and a textile ﬁlament
is a combination of materials, with the zero waste fabrication logic, which makes it very sustainable.
The programmability of knitted textiles makes it
a promising technique for fabricating diﬀerentiated
surfaces that perform various property of a shape
generation under the external/internal force application. A traditional technique for making textiles that
is accompanied with evolved modern tools could be
another alternative for moldless production: 2D produced diﬀerentiated textile membrane activated by
expandable latex sheet under air pressure will be a
good reusable formwork for light weight composite
material. This could also further be used to reinforced
the air supported knit structure into a self-supporting
ﬁbrous structure.
However the fabric structures are more suitable
for ﬂexible temporary architecture solutions, there is
a possibility to transform them into permanent by
stiﬀening them. Impregnation the yarn with epoxy
polymer would solidify a knitted mesh into a rigid
surface. A better structural performance would be
achieved if continuous non-knitted roving are interwoven into the knit mesh in the direction of the load.
Further investigations on the following topic can
focus on the more integrated interrelation between
inﬂatable aggregates and textile in digital and physical environment. Digital environment could be improved drastically by introducing a separate layer
for simulation the individual inﬂatable aggregates
within the ﬂexible membrane. The process from
3D membrane patch to the unrolled ﬂattened stage
could correlate with the more speciﬁc membrane
properties such as strain deformation factor in course
and wales direction which will imply the distortion of
the pixelated image in according to those. The concept of using aggregates within textile cushion could
lead to deeper investigations on aggregate shape development and activation, as well as introduce a mul-
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tiple stage activation for more dynamic architectures.
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